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Your Committee 
 
The 2011 ASSA NSW committee continues to work on increasing grid numbers and overall member 
participation in 2011.  Further avenues are still being explored to make Sports Sedans in NSW more 
competitive, more rewarding and more accessible. 
 
The ASSA NSW committee for 2011 is:  
 
President  Andrew McKellar 0430 717 622  toymax@sportsedan.com.au 
 
Vice President  Sean Sullivan  0419 851 085  seansull@au1.ibm.com 
 
Secretary  Chris Jackson  0409 209 480  jacksonc@internode.on.net 
 
Treasurer  Herbert Gattermeier 9879 7557   hergat@bigpond.com 
 
MRAP Delegate Chris Jackson  0409 209 480  jacksonc@internode.on.net 
 
Committee  Jeff Brown  0418 640 495  brownjt@tpg.com.au 
 
Committee  Anthony Macready 0421 010 380  anthony@agmengineering.com.au 
 
Committee  Erik Gattermeier 0408 296 501  info@bavariacars.com.au 
 
Committee  Geoff Whittaker 0424 532 735  redsracing@bigpond.com 
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ASSA (NSW) CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2011 
 

• Tuesday 4th January – Committee Meeting 
 

• Sunday 16th January CAMS Motor Sport Come & Try Day, Eastern Creek (ASSA Static Display) 
 
• Tuesday 1st February – Committee Meeting 

 
• Tuesday 1st March – Committee Meeting, General Meeting 

 
• 19th/20th March NSW Round 1 Eastern Creek  
 
• Tuesday 5th April – Committee Meeting 

 
• 16th/17th April NSW Round 2 Wakefield Park 

 
• Tuesday 3rd May – Committee Meeting, General Meeting 

 
• 12th/13th May Nationals Round 1 Mallala  

 
• Date TBA Super Lap Event Eastern Creek (ASSA Static Display) 

 
• Tuesday 7th June – Committee Meeting 

 
• 18th/19th June NSW Round 3 Eastern Creek 

 
• 24th – 26th June Nationals Round 2 Winton  
 
• Tuesday 5th July – Committee Meeting 

 
• 16th/17th July NSW Round 4 and Nationals Round 3 Eastern Creek – Joint State/National Round    
 
• Tuesday 2nd August – Committee Meeting, General Meeting 

 
• 12th – 14th August Nationals Round 4 Morgan Park  

 
• 20th/21st August NSW Round 5 and 2 Litre Sports Sedans Round 4 Wakefield Park  

 
• Tuesday 6th September – Committee Meeting 

 
• Tuesday 4th October – Committee Meeting 

 
• 22nd/23rd October NSW Round 6 Eastern Creek  

 
• Tuesday 1st November – Committee Meeting 

 
• 4th – 6th November Nationals Round 5 Phillip Island 

 
• Friday 19th November - Presentation Night 

 
• Tuesday 6th December – Committee Meeting, Annual General Meeting 
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Race Report, Round 1 Eastern Creek 
 

 
 
The season opener was a round of mixed results, with the big winner on the weekend being the rain. Lots of 
rain that only seemed to really bucket down once the Sports Sedans were on the track. Round 1 featured a 
few new cars, which added to the spectacular Sports Sedan show and brought excellent race results for their 
drivers. 
 
The weekend started out with 20 entries, however that number diminished a little with Andrew Leithhead 
pulling out after injuring himself in a cycling accident a couple of days before the event and Garry Stevens 
having to pull the pin in the early hours of Friday morning when he was carted off to hospital due to illness. 
 
With Air Technology Australia aboard as the series sponsor for 2011, all the cars were sporting new 
windscreen banners for Round 1. Word from the sponsor is that the banners looked excellent on the field 
over the weekend, so thanks to everyone for their enthusiastic support of our major sponsor and our round 
sponsors this year. 
 
Round 1 was sponsored by: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
And: 
 

 

 
 

Motorsport Driveline Components 
- Limited Slip Differentials 

- Competition transmissions 
- Phone: (02) 9879 4839 

- Web: www.drexler-motorsport.com.au 
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Friday Practice 
 
About half the entered cars were at the track on Friday for practice, with only one major incident that put an 
end to one driver’s weekend prematurely. Grant Doulman was entered in his first Sports Sedan event, 
driving the Doulman Auto Services VK Commodore that Simon Copping has campaigned for the last few 
years. The team is unsure whether something broke on the car or otherwise, but as Grant headed along the 
short straight between turns 9 & 10 the Commodore made a sharp detour into the wall. Grant was OK but 
the car was unable to be repaired for the weekend so it was sent back to the workshop. 
 

   
 
Chris Jackson’s Fuel 2 Race Calibra was sporting a new front end and 18-inch wheels and tyres, the 
performance of which Chris was ecstatic with. The Bohler Uddeholm Australia Nissan 300ZX of Anthony 
Macready was also on track; with Anthony using the day to give the car a shake down after its off-season 
freshen up. If evidence of going hard is that sometimes you go too hard, then Anthony must have been 
going hard…  
 

     
 
The Calibra of Graham Smith was out there too; with a revamped engine that Graham is hoping will prove 
to be powerful and reliable this year. His car ran strong and fast throughout the day, indicating he might be 
looking at a good weekend’s racing. 
 

   
 
Jeff Brown was there in the Wildridge Fabrications Falcon and was happy to report that finally the high 
frequency vibration that he has been chasing in the car for the last couple of years has been resolved, with 
thanks to the assistance of Anthony Macready and AGM Engineering. Geoff Whittaker was also back this 
year, his red VL Commodore rebuilt with a new engine and gearbox after snapping the crank shaft 12 
months ago. 
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Simon Copping was also in attendance in his new car, an ex-Larry Perkins V8 Supercar, which was 
unveiled with new sponsorship support from Industrie Clothing. The car looked sensational and the team 
had spent a lot of time in preparation, which was to pay off over the weekend with some excellent lap times 
and race results. 
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Saturday Qualifying – 20 Minutes 
 
The weather would prove to be a major factor over the weekend, however for the Qualifying session the 
track conditions were dry but greasy, with several damp areas off line. In a repeat of the weather for the last 
round of 2010, there were dark clouds looming, but they would not play a part until later in the day. 
 

 
 
17 cars lined up on the dummy grid, with drivers keen to get on with it and get some quick laps in before 
the rain came back. For most it was an uneventful session, with only minor off track excursions. For most, 
but not all… 
 
Fred Axisa only got a couple of laps in before he stepped his VE Commodore out wide coming out of turn 
12, causing the car to spear across the track and clout the wall at the top of the main straight. Fred was OK 
but the car needed a lot of work to get it ready to race again. As a result he missed Race 1 on Saturday and 
although the car was repaired in time for Race 2 on Sunday, the rain caused the end of his weekend as he 
had no wet tyres. 
 

        
 
Graham Smith’s weekend also ended prematurely, after the oil pump on his Calibra failed on the scavenge 
side, filling the engine with oil but returning none to the oil tank. He stopped just 2 laps into the qualifying 
session, disappointed after the car’s strong running during Friday’s practice. 
 
The VZ Commodore of Simon Copping was fast, setting a time of 1:37.5663 and placing 4th on the grid. 
 
Anthony Macready put in several solid laps to secure 3rd place on the grid with a time of 1:36.2349, though 
not without another small off-track excursion. 
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Dameon Jameson put everyone on notice about his intentions for the season by taking up 2nd place on the 
grid in his Jaguar XKR with a time of 1:35.3739. 
 

 
 
But it was State Champion Chris Jackson who took pole, his time of 1:34.2253 coming on the fifth of only 
six qualifying laps. 
 

        
 
Qualifying Result 
 
1 Chris Jackson  Holden Calibra  1:34.2253  
2 Dameon Jameson  Holden Calibra  1:35.3739 
3 Anthony Macready Nissan 300ZX  1:36.2349 
4 Simon Copping  VK Commodore  1:37.5663 
5 Darren Steeden  Ford Mk1 Escort  1:38.9110 
6 Michael Auld  Holden Commodore 1:40.2687 
7 Jeff Brown  Ford Falcon  1:42.0197 
8 Steve Coulter  Oztruck Chev  1:44.1585 
9 Mark Coulter  Oztruck Chev  1:44.2574 
10 Mark Smith  Gemini Coupe  1:44.5267 
11 Geoff Whittaker  VL Commodore  1:44.7678 
12 Scott Reed  Oztruck Ford  1:49.1320 
13 Mick Johnson  Datsun 1200 Coupe 1:54.6761 
14 Glenn Pro  Ford Escort RS2000 1:54.7569 
15 Derek Cowan  Mazda RX2  1:57.1401 
16 John McKenzie  Holden Commodore 1:50.3717 
17 Herbert Gattermeier BMW M3  1:50.4546 
18 Jeff Brown  Ford Falcon  1:50.9559 
19    Derek Cowan   Mazda RX2             1:52.6700 
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Race 1 – 17 Minutes 
 
In the time between the Qualifying session and Race 1 the weather turned, dumping a large amount of rain 
over the area. By the time the race came up there was a dry line, but still quite a few wet areas off line and 
on the sides of the track. As a result half the cars headed to the dummy grid with slicks and half took the 
gamble by putting wet tyres on.  The gamble did pay off in the end, with rain coming down heavily a few 
minutes into the race. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dameon Jameson had the dry side of the track to start from, with Chris Jackson on pole but starting on the 
wet side. The benefit to Jameson was significant, as he launched the Campbelltown Frames and Trusses 
Jaguar off the line and sprinted ahead of the white Calibra. He would lead Jackson into turn 1, followed by 
the Nissan 300ZX of Anthony Macready, the Commodore of Simon Copping and Steve Coulter in the first 
of the Oztrucks. 

 
 
    
 
 

     
 
As they headed through the back part of the circuit Macready got past Jackson to take up 2nd position and 
Steve Coulter got past Copping to move up to 4th. The gap between Jameson’s Jaguar and the Bohler 
Uddeholm Australia Nissan 300ZX of Macready was about five car lengths through turn 8, but Macready 
made up the gap to be right up behind Jameson into turn 9. In the slippery conditions the Jaguar ran a little 
wide through the hairpin and Jameson had to work to keep the car on the track, causing Macready to avoid 
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running into the back of him. As a result the Nissan 300ZX had a spin in the middle of turn 9 and Macready 
had to wait for the entire field to go past before he could regain the track. 
 

       
  

       
 
Macready then set about catching back up to the front of the field in what was an entertaining and 
determined drive that saw him set the fastest lap for the race. Meanwhile Jameson commenced building a 
lead from Jackson’s Calibra and the Oztruck of Coulter. Geoff Whittaker in the Red’s Racing Service 
Commodore was struggling for grip, the red car appearing very unstable as Whittaker battled with the 
group of Glenn Pro in the Pro Racing Team Escort, the orange Gemini of Mark Smith and the Oztruck of 
Scott Reed. 
 

 
 

Then the rain came. Enough rain to cause those running on slicks to struggle with virtually no grip and 
move backwards in the placings rapidly. Dameon Jameson was one of those, dropping from the race lead to 
5th by the end of the race. The Oztruck of Steve Coulter got past him first to take the lead, swiftly followed 
by Copping in the Industrie Clothing Commodore. Those two drivers battled it out at the head of the field 
for the rest of the race, enlarging the gap back to Jameson, then Jackson, the Wildridge Fabrications 
Falcon of Jeff Brown and the Oztruck of Michael Coulter. 
 
As the rain got heavier Jackson lost grip in the Calibra, eventually finishing in 7th position. Geoff Whittaker 
was still struggling with the Commodore, having a spin at turn 4. Darren Steeden in the Swimart 
Baulkham Hills Racing Escort was driving well to move up through the field, doing battle with the Calibra 
of Jackson for several laps. Steeden came out on top of that battle, finishing the race in 6th position. 
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Michael Coulter in the Oztruck had a great run on the main straight to pass the Falcon of Brown, and then 
set his sights on the Jaguar of Jameson. In his first race amongst Sports Sedans Michael would finish in an 
excellent 3rd position. 
 

           
 
Meanwhile Macready’s run through the field continued, with the Nissan finishing the race in 4th. He would 
probably have made it to the front to battle for the lead, had the race not been cut short and completed 
under the safety car. By that time Copping had steered the Commodore past Steve Coulter’s Oztruck to take 
the lead, so would finish the race in the number 1 position. 
 
Jeff Brown locked a brake and heard something go bang under the Falcon at turn 2 and pulled off the track 
to park it, which caused the safety car to be activated. Brown was the only DNF for the race. It would not 
be until Race 2 on Sunday that he would discover the source of the bang… 
 
The race ended under safety car conditions. 

 
Race 1 Result 
 
1 Simon Copping  VZ Commodore 
2 Steve Coulter  Oztruck Chev  
3 Michael Coulter  Oztruck Chev  
4 Anthony Macready Nissan 300ZX  
5 Dameon Jameson  Jaguar XKR  
6 Darren Steeden  Ford Escort Mk1 
7 Chris Jackson  Holden Calibra  
8 Scott Reed  Oztruck Ford  
9 Glenn Pro  Ford Escort RS2000  
10 Michael Auld  Commodore  
11 Geoff Whittaker  VL Commodore 
12 Mark Smith  Gemini Coupe  
13 Mick Johnson  Datsun 1200 Coupe  
14 Derek Cowan  Mazda RX2  
DNF Jeff Brown  Ford Falcon 
 
Some Shots from Race 1 
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Race 2 – 17 Minutes 
 
Sunday brought more rain, with Race 2 requiring full wet tyres and Race 3 being declared “tyres optional” 
when the cars were already on the dummy grid and fitted with wets. As a result a number of drivers opted 
out of Race 2 because they had no wet weather tyres and had already put their cars on trailers when it 
looked like Race 3 would be in the same conditions. Eleven cars therefore lined up on the grid. 
 

 
 
The Oztruck of Steve Coulter and the Commodore of pole sitter Simon Copping had a great drag race off 
the start, with Coulter getting in front of Copping as they got into turn 1. Both Dameon Jameson and Chris 
Jackson had excellent starts, with Jackson’s white Calibra launching from 7th position on the grid and 
racing up to be in 3rd position by turn 1. Jackson proved incredibly fast in the wet conditions, getting past 
both Copping and Coulter to take the lead over the back of the circuit. 
 

    
 
Anthony Macready used the opening lap to retest his ability to spin the Bohler Uddeholm Australia Nissan 
300ZX, once again having to come back from the rear of the field. This race however he didn’t get the 
opportunity to work his way through other cars, spinning off between turns 1 & 2 and burying the Nissan in 
the gravel trap. He would watch the rest of the race from a vantage point on the wall. 
 
Meanwhile the Fuel 2 Race Calibra of Chris Jackson was putting down excellent laps and building a large 
lead. Michael Coulter’s Oztruck made it past Dameon Jameson in the Jaguar to take up 4th position, 
Jameson struggling for front end grip and under steering through just about every corner. Jeff Brown in the 
Falcon and Geoff Whittaker’s Commodore were also having issues with grip, mixing it up with the Oztruck 
of Scott Reed and the Globe Custom Magazines Datsun 1200 Coupe of Mick Johnson.  
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Glenn Pro was having no end of trouble in his Escort RS2000, with the engine suffering from a miss that 
was there sometimes and not there other times. Pro stayed on track for the whole race though, eventually 
finishing in 7th place and locking away some championship points. The engine miss was subsequently 
identified as a broken injector plug, which was able to be repaired for Race 3. 
 

 
 
The Wildridge Fabrications Falcon of Jeff Brown came together with Scott Reed’s Oztruck at turn 9, the 
result of a rear brake caliper coming off the Falcon, which left it brakeless as the two entered the hairpin. 
Both cars suffered damage and retired to the pits. The cause of the bang that Brown heard in Race 1 soon 
afterwards became evident. 
 

   
 

   
 
The Oztruck of Steve Coulter had a drive through penalty, which saw him lose a couple of places and drop 
back off the leading cars. A lap later the brilliant run that Chris Jackson was having out in the lead came to 
an end when a front suspension failure on the main straight caused him to pull the Calibra to the side of the 
track just past turn 1. 
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The exit of Jackson handed the lead to Simon Copping, who was putting in consistent laps in the Industrie 
Clothing Commodore. He would go on to take his second race win for the weekend, with Dameon 
Jameson’s Campbelltown Frames and Trusses Jaguar finishing in 2nd place and the Oztruck of Michael 
Coulter taking 3rd place again for this race. 
 
Steve Coulter finished up in 4th place, with Mick Johnson in the Datsun 1200 Coupe taking an excellent 5th 
place outright in his first race meeting in NSW. 
 
Race 2 Result 
 
1 Simon Copping  Holden Commodore  
2 Dameon Jameson  Jaguar XKR 
3 Michael Coulter  Oztruck Chev  
4 Steve Coulter  Oztruck Chev  
5 Mick Johnson  Datsun 1200 Coupe  
6 Geoff Whittaker  Holden Commodore  
7 Glenn Pro  Ford Escort RS2000  
DNF Chris Jackson  Holden Calibra  
DNF Scott Reed  Oztruck Ford  
DNF Jeff Brown  Ford Falcon  
DNF Anthony Macready Nissan 300ZX 
 
Some Shots from Race 2 
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Race 3 – 17 Minutes Trophy Race 
 
As mentioned previously, conditions dried out a little while the cars were sitting on the dummy grid, with 
the call for track being declared “tyres optional” coming too late for the eleven drivers who embarked on 
Race 3 with wets fitted. 
 

 
 
As with Race 1 the pole sitter was to be disadvantaged off the start due to sitting on the wet side of the 
track and this time it was Simon Copping who would lose out to the Jaguar of Dameon Jameson in the drag 
race to turn 1. Chris Jackson once again had a lightning start off the grid and was up to 5th position by turn 
1, after starting the race in 8th. Geoff Whittaker in his Red’s Racing Service Commodore was also quick off 
the line, moving up from 6th to 4th by turn 1 and then into 3rd by turn 2. 
 
As they rounded turn 8 the Campbelltown Frames and Trusses Jaguar of Dameon Jameson was building a 
good lead already, followed by Whittaker and Jackson, who had rounded up Simon Copping’s Commodore 
and the Oztruck of Steve Coulter. Jackson then took Whittaker as they headed into turn nine and set off in 
pursuit of Jameson. 
 

     
 
Darren Steeden had rejoined for Race 3 and made up a few spots after starting at the rear of the grid in the 
Swimart Baulkham Hills Racing Escort. Anthony Macready was struggling a little with grip early on, but 
would move up a few places during the race to finish in 6th place. 
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Geoff Whittaker was also struggling with grip, but would not overcome the problem, eventually finishing 
in 10th position with Whittaker certain the car would be going much better in dry conditions. Glenn Pro was 
also struggling in the Escort RS2000, with grip and engine issues. He was also unable to explain the cause 
of the golf ball sized hole in his windscreen that occurred as he cross the finish line, covering him and most 
of the interior with shards of broken glass. 
 
Meanwhile up front the Jaguar XKR of Dameon Jameson was still being chased by Jackson’s Fuel 2 Race 
Calibra. Jackson was putting in some quick laps in the hope of reeling the Jaguar in, but the race leader was 
up to the challenge and maintained the lead throughout the race, also putting in fast laps to take the 
chequered flag 6 seconds ahead of the Calibra. 
 

 
 
Race 3 Result 
 
1 Dameon Jameson  Jaguar XKR  
2 Chris Jackson  Holden Calibra 
3 Michael Coulter  Oztruck Chevrolet 
4 Steve Coulter  Oztruck Chevrolet 
5 Simon Copping  Holden VZ  
6 Anthony Macready Nissan 300ZX 
7 Mick Johnson  Datsun 1200 Coupe 
8 Scott Reed  Oztruck Ford 
9 Darren Steeden  Ford MK1 Escort 
10 Geoffory Whittaker Holden VL Commodore 
11 Glenn Pro  Ford Escort RS2000 
 
Some Shots from Race 3 
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Point Scores 
 
The NSW State Championship point score after Round 1: 
 
Name Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Total 
Simon Copping 54     54 
Dameon Jameson 52     52 
Michael Coulter 48     48 
Steve Coulter 48     48 
Chris Jackson 32     32 
Mick Johnson 32     32 
Geoffrey Whittaker 30     30 
Glenn Pro 30     30 
Anthony Macready 28     28 
Darren Steeden 23     23 
Scott Reed 22     22 
Michael Auld 9     9 
Mark Smith 7     7 
Derek Cowan 5     5 
Jeff Brown 0     0 
Fred Axisa 0     0 
Graham Smith 0     0 
 
And the ASSA NSW Club Championship point score: 
 
Name Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Total 
Mick Johnson 80     80 
Michael Coulter 76     76 
Steve Coulter 76     76 
Dameon Jameson 72     72 
Simon Copping 71     71 
Scott Reed 62     62 
Glenn Pro 61     61 
Chris Jackson 52     52 
Geoffrey Whittaker 52     52 
Anthony Macready 49     49 
Darren Steeden 43     43 
Derek Cowan 36     36 
Mark Smith 30     30 
Michael Auld 26     26 
Jeff Brown 12     12 
Fred Axisa 0     0 
Graham Smith 0     0 
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Series Sponsor and Windscreen Banners 
 
As mentioned in the last newsletter, Air Technology Australia has come on board to sponsor the 2011 State 
Championship. 
 
As part of the 2011 Championship Regulations all cars competing for State Championship points must 
display a sponsor windscreen banner.  
 
In addition a number of Round Sponsors are supporting Sports Sedans again this year.  Stickers from each 
of the round sponsors should also be on display on every car.  Stickers will be supplied to anyone who 
needs them. 
 
State Championship cars competing in the joint National/State round in July will still carry the Air 
Technology Australia windscreen banner, however cars competing for National series points will be 
required to change to the Kerrick banner for that round. 
 
Classes/Divisions for 2011 
 
Just a reminder about the class points system for the 2011 Club Championship. 
 
There will be three divisions, based on lap times. Research conducted into results over the last couple of 
years has aided in determining the division times, which are based on Eastern Creek lap times due to that 
circuit being the venue for Round 1. 
 
The divisions are: 
 
Division 1: Under 1:39.00 
Division 2: 1:39.00 to 1:47.00 
Division 3: Over 1:47.00 
 
Therefore it doesn’t matter what type of car you are driving (i.e. Space Frame or Floor Pan), how fast you 
go determines what division you run in and you should (in theory) be on track racing amongst drivers who 
are competing for the same division. 
 
Divisions have been allocated based on the qualifying session from Round 1. Of course, there have been 
some issues with cars or other factors that have provided an inaccurate gauge of some lap times. The 
committee has re-allocated some drivers into another division based on prior results and lap times in dry 
conditions.  
 
Similarly, any driver who wishes to be placed in a higher division can request this through the committee – 
so if you know that Round 1 is not going to show the true potential of your car but that you will be 
improving throughout the season, you can opt to move up a division in advance. 
 
Changes to divisions will only occur after Round 1 in exceptional circumstances, as the Division point 
scores will be affected if changes are made later in the season. 
 
If you missed Round 1 the committee will allocate an appropriate division for later rounds based on 
historical performance and current, matching lap times from either circuit. 
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Based on Qualifying from Round 1 the following drivers have already been allocated divisions: 
 

Division 1 Division 2 Division 3 
Chris Jackson Steve Coulter Mick Johnson 
Dameon Jameson Michael Coulter Derek Cowan 
Anthony Macready Mark Smith  
Simon Copping Scott Reed  
Darren Steeden Glenn Pro  
Michael Auld   
Jeff Brown   
Geoff Whittaker   
Fred Axisa   
Graham Smith   
 
The committee will also allocate further classes within the three divisions should there be enough 
competitors. For example if we get a few historic Sports Sedans, some V8 Supercars, or a contingent of 
utes or trucks running for the season then class points will be allocated and a class trophy awarded at the 
end of the season. 
 
One such class is the Commodore Class initially intended for competitors who wish to run current or past 
Commodore Cup cars. The Sports Sedan committee has been approached by the Commodore Cup category 
manager with a view to forming a new class within the Sports Sedans and from Round 2 the Commodore 
Class will commence. The Commodore Class Regulations are attached to this newsletter. 
 
We welcome the organisers and competitors of the Commodore Class to Sports Sedans and look forward to 
seeing the number of cars in the class increase over time. To that end, if you know of anyone that has a 
former Commodore Cup car and is looking for somewhere to race, then point them to the new class running 
in the NSW Sports Sedans and help to make the class a success. 
 
The State Championship will still be decided on outright points and in this regard remains unchanged. 
 
Point Scores 
 
The point scores for both the State Championship and the Club Championship will be calculated in the 
same way as last year – 20 points for 1st place, 18 points for 2nd place, 16 points for third place and then 15 
points down to 1 point for the next 15 places. 
 
For the State Championship points will be allocated on an outright basis for each of the three races at each 
round. The fastest qualifier at each round will also be allocated two (2) points. 
 
For the Club Championship points will be allocated for each Division and will include qualifying and each 
of the three races at each round. Therefore if you happen to qualify well but the rest of your weekend goes 
awry, you still walk away with some points from the round. 
 
Points for the Commodore Class are as set out in the class regulations. 
 
ASSA Membership 
 
The State Championship Regulations require that for championship points to be allocated at any time 
during the season, you must be a financial member of ASSA NSW prior to Round 1. 
 
That means that if you are not competing at Round 1, but intend to compete from Round 2 onwards, you 
should get your ASSA membership sorted right now, prior to Round 1. You can remain a member of 
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another club and enter state rounds based on that membership, but to score championship points you must 
be a member of ASSA NSW. 
 
2011 Best Presented Award 
 
Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors, 2011 will again see the awarding of a “Best Presented” prize.  
The award includes a perpetual trophy and an individual trophy each year.  To be eligible all you have to do 
is turn up and race, having put a little pride and preparation into your beloved Sports Sedan.  
 
An independent judge representing one of our sponsors will allocate points at each round of the 
championship for the cars deemed to be best presented, with the winning car being that with the most 
accumulated points over the year. 
 
The Best Presented recipients for Round 1 are: 
 
Simon Copping 3 points 
Fred Axisa  2 points 
Dameon Jameson 1 point 
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Oz Trucks Running with NSW Sports Sedans 
 
Round 1 at Eastern Creek saw some unusual cars hit the track with the Sports Sedans. The Oz Trucks have 
been invited to run this season and are very welcome in the category. Those who saw the trucks close up at 
Round 1 will have seen how well engineered the trucks are and heard how awesome they sound when on 
track. The trucks helped in providing good racing in Round 1 and proved to be a great draw card with 
spectators. And to those who haven’t yet actually seen the trucks but want to sling mud at the decision to let 
them have a run take a deep breath and get a life, they’re here and they’re adding to the race spectacle that 
is Sports Sedans, so get over it. 
 
Here’s a little bit of information about the Oz Trucks, courtesy of their website www.oztrucks.com : 
 
“An Oz Truck is a purpose built spec straight rail chassis built from 2” x 3” x .120 wall rectangular rails 
and 1.75” x .095 DOM seamless tube roll cage. It is a circuit racing specific adaptation of a stock car racing 
chassis fitted with a lightweight fibreglass pick-up truck style body, polycarbonate windshields and simple 
blade type front and rear spoilers.   

The sealed engine package is – 

– A 6.2litre, 500 h.p. Holley carburetted Chevrolet V8 by VanGordon Racing Engines 
– CNC Ported Aluminium Edelbrock cylinder heads 
– Mallory H.E.I Ignition system with MSD Soft Cut rev limiter 

The drive train consists of – 

– Quartermaster bell housing/reverse mount starter assembly and 7.25" triple plate brass paddle, solid 
centre clutch 
– A heavy duty T101A 4 speed dog box for clutchless upshifts 
– Steel single piece tail shaft 
– Full spool 9” diff centre with Winters full floating hubs & axles 

Suspension / Brake package consists of – 

– Height adjustable, re-valveable QA1 Coilover shocks front & rear 
– Fabricated heim jointed adjustable front suspension arms 
– Fabricated steel uprights 
– Heim jointed, extruded alloy tie rods, caster arms, steering centre link 
– 12:1 power assisted steering 
– 3 Piece adjustable front anti-roll bar 
– Machined alloy front hubs 
– 11.75” x 1.25” ventilated and grooved brake rotors 
– Wilwood Superlite 4 pot brake callipers, pads front & rear 
 
– 3 link rear with heim jointed, extruded alloy trailing arms and panhard bar 
– Remote panhard and 3rd arm adjusters 

Wheel / Tyre package consists of – 

– Lightweight 15” x 10” steel race wheels 
– Goodyear slick roadcourse specific tyres” 
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Goulburn Social Event 
 
A reminder that Sports Sedan drivers, team members and families are invited to a social gathering on 
Saturday 16th April at the Goulburn Workers Club from 7.00pm. 
 
Come along and enjoy a meal from the club bistro and a couple of drinks with other Sports Sedan-minded 
people at: 
 
Goulburn Workers Club 
236 Auburn St 
Goulburn 
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Round Sponsorship 
 
A number of businesses are again lending financial support to the ASSA and the championship this year as 
Round Sponsors.  Advertisements for our sponsors will appear throughout the newsletters and on our cars 
at each round of the championship.  The committee would like to thank the following businesses: 
 
   

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motorsport Driveline Components 
- Limited Slip Differentials 

- Competition transmissions 
- Phone: (02) 9879 4839 

- Web: www.drexler-motorsport.com.au 
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Classifieds 
 
For Sale 
 
I have recently decided to sell my Mustang Sports Sedan. 
 
The price varies with what you get but everything goes. 
 
Thanks, 
Kevin Clark  
Phone: 02 4782 1145 bh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Sale 
 
Fiat 131 Sports Sedan. For details contact Nick Smith on 0404 824 704. 
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For Sale 

• 4 x Dunlop Slicks - brand new – never used  325/700 x 16 & 290/625 x 16 

Must be sold as a set – will not separate. 
• 2 x 2nd hand Dunlop Wets – 325/700 x 16 

• Diff Assy  -   without centre – to take Ford 9” 

‐ Romac floating hubs – Ford stud pattern 

‐ can be modified to fit any sports sedan  

• 2nd hand Dunlop Slicks – sizes as above 

• 2 x Front Brake Disc – with hats – Ford stud pattern 

• 2 x Brembo 4 Piston Callipers –must be sold as a set – will not separate 

• 2 x Brembo 2 Piston Callipers – must be sold as a set – will not separate 

• 4 x 12” x 16” wheels (3 piece) – must be sold as a set – i.e. 2 x front and 2 x rear 

• 4 x 10” X 16” wheels (3 piece) – must be sold as a set – i.e. 2 x front and 2 x rear 

• 2 x Aluminium Fuel Tanks – approx 22ltr each – sold as a pair 

• Carbon Fibre/Aluminium Wing – only used 2 – 3 race meetings 

• Body Panels – VL Commodore: 2 x RH Front Guards, 1 x LH Front Guard, 1 x Bonnet, 1 x Boot, 1 
x LH Rear ¼ Panel, 1 x RH Rear ¼ panel, 2 x Front Spoiler - New & 2nd Hand 

• Engine - disassembled  

- Chev approx 500hp 

- incomplete 

• Engine - disassembled 

- Chev   640+hp – Dyno sheet avail 

- incomplete 

Genuine enquiries only -   pricing on application  
Geoff Whittaker 
0424 532 735  
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ASSA NSW CLUB MERCHANDISE 
 
Australian Sports Sedan Association of NSW is pleased to announce a new range of Team Apparel 
and embroidery services for club members. 
 
Attached is a sample of products & services available for your selection. 
The existing range of ASSA Club apparel is still available (same as before) and  
New High Quality Embroidery Services / Options are also available. 
 
3 Options are available: 
ASSA Club Merchandise: Existing choice of apparel with ASSA NSW Logo 
Team Apparel:   Shirts, Jackets, Caps in your choice of colours / designs 
Team Embroidery:   Supply your own apparel or order new team apparel below. 

Supply your own design or we can design a Logo for you 
 
ASSA Club Merchandise: (see Price List) 
Polo Shirt:    Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo 
Sloppy Joe    Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo 
Fleecy Jacket   Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo 
Winter Jacket   Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo 
Caps    Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo 
Optional Embroidery  Select S/M/L embroidery options (below) for your apparel. 
 
Team Apparel:   (see Price List) 
Polo Shirt    Colours available on request. 
Sloppy Joe    Colours available on request. 
Fleecy Jacket   Colours available on request. 
Winter Jacket   Colours available on request. 
 
Description of Embroidery Services: (see Sample Page) 
Small 2” x 2” Typical front of shirt Logo or Design. 3 colours. 
Medium 4” x 4” Front of shirt feature design. 5 colours. 
Large 10” x 10” Rear of Shirt/Jacket Logo or Design. 
Custom Embroidery Design Services:  

Basic Text / Lettering / Team Name, etc (any font): One Time Fee $5.00  
  Logo / Pattern custom design: One Time Fee – from $25.00 
There is also a large range of existing Patterns & Logo’s available for your selection. 
 
Embroidery Services Price List: (per embroidery) 
Small Design  $7.50. 
Medium Design  $9.95 
Large Design  $15.95 
 
Please complete the attached Order Form and send to sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au 
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ASSA NSW CLUB MERCHANDISE 
 

    POLO SHIRT   $20.00                  FLEASY ¼ Zip JACKET $45.00 

         
 

        SLOPPY JOE $25.00         LONG LINE WINTER JACKET $70.00 

                                           

              SEW ON LOGOS $7.50                                  CAPS $10.00         

                                 
          
  Name:                                        Address :                                                          .                
Postcode :                                           Telephone  :                                             .                 
    
To order, Email or Phone Sean Sullivan sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au  (Mob: 0419 851 085) 
Please make all cheques payable to ASSA NSW  
 
 Sizes Available in S,M,L XL,XXL  
 

Description Price Quantity Size Total 
Polo Shirt $20.00    
Cap $10.00    
Sloppy Joe $25.00    
Fleecy ¼ zip Jacket $45.00    
Long Winter Jacket $70.00    
Sew On Logo $7.50    
TOTAL  
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EMBROIDERY SERVICES 
 
EXAMPLE PAGE: 
Supply your Own Design or Photo (JPG File) or select from a huge range of standard designs. Some examples are 
attached below. 
Any image can be digitised & any design can be embroidered in any size, but just like a digital photo, the larger the 
embroidery size required - the better quality image (JPG) needs to be. If you have a small (low quality) image, this 
can be enhanced and re-digitised to suit your needs.  
 
SAMPLES DESIGNS – Any Size you like: 
 

    

  

 

 
 

                   
 

 
 

 
 


